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We present a unified approach for investigating rational reasoning about basic argument forms involving indicative conditionals, counterfactuals, and basic quantified statements within coherence-based probability logic. After introducing the rationality framework, we present an interactive view on the relation between normative and empirical work. Then, we report a new experiment which shows that people interpret indicative conditionals and counterfactuals by coherent conditional probability assertions and negate conditionals by negating their consequents. The data support the conditional probability interpretation of conditionals and the narrow-scope reading of the negation of conditionals. Finally, we argue that coherent conditional probabilities are important for probabilistic analyses of conditionals, nonmonotonic reasoning, quantified statements, and paradoxes.
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                                    1 Introduction
Classical logic used to be the standard rationality framework in the psychology of reasoning since the first experimental studies on how people draw inferences (for the first paper see Störring (1908) and for the first book see Lindworsky (1916)). This classical logical rationality framework guided the development of reasoning tasks and the evaluation of the rationality of the participant responses for almost a century. Recently, however, more and more psychologists of reasoning have adopted probabilistic rationality frameworks, which lead to a paradigm shift from the old classical logic-based paradigm to a new probabilistic paradigm psychology of reasoning (e.g.,  Elqayam et al. 2016; Evans 2012; Oaksford and Chater 2009; Over 2009; Pfeifer 2013a; Politzer and Baratgin 2015). This development has also been positively received in formal epistemology, where probabilistic approaches have become popular as well (Milne 2012; Pfeifer and Douven 2014).
In the next paragraphs we mention three paradigmatic classes of examples of classical reasoning tasks of the old paradigm psychology of reasoning. We also mention Oaksford and Chater’s pioneering “Bayesian approach” (for an overview see their book, 2007) which already existed before the mentioned paradigm shift took place (Oaksford and Chater 1994; Chater and Oaksford 1999; Oaksford et al. 2000). By drawing tools from other formal theories including information theory and Bayesian networks, Oaksford and Chater’s approach is, however, more eclectic and less unified compared with our probabilistic approach (i.e., “mental probability logic” (Pfeifer 2013a; Pfeifer and Kleiter 2005b, 2010); see also Pfeifer and Kleiter (2009b) for a critical discussion of how the two probabilistic approaches relate to each other). The three paradigmatic classes of examples of classical reasoning tasks illustrate how concepts of classical logic have guided and still influence psychological reasoning research.
The first class of examples concerns the semantics of indicative conditionals. Wason’s card selection task is a prominent instance (Wason 1966). The design of this task was guided by the idea that the conditional in classical logic is interpreted by the material conditional (\(A \supset C\)). Its semantics was taken as the gold standard of reference for evaluating the rationality of the participants’ responses. Thus, this task aimed to investigate whether people’s reasoning about conditionals is consistent with the material conditional interpretation of natural language conditionals (If 
                        A, then 
                        C; short: \(A \mid\!\thicksim C\)). It is well-known, that the data in Wason’s card selection task did not match the predictions derived from the material conditional interpretation of indicative conditionals. Because of this mismatch, many proponents of the old paradigm psychology of reasoning concluded that human reasoning is irrational. Oaksford and Chater (1994) did not agree with this conclusion. In their probabilistic analysis they applied ideas from information theory to suggest that people’s performance appears perfectly rational, if Wason’s card selection task—which is traditionally conceived as a deductive reasoning task—is interpreted as an inductive reasoning task and if the experimental data is re-analysed in terms of optimal Bayesian data selection.
Another instance of the first class of reasoning tasks of the old paradigm psychology of reasoning is the truth table task (Johnson-Laird and Tagart 1969), where a conditional and corresponding truth table cases were presented. Then, the participants were asked to judge whether the truth table cases hold, do not hold, or whether they are irrelevant (or indeterminate) in the light of the conditional. The dominant response pattern observed in this task—that people judged the natural language conditional \(A \mid\!\thicksim C\) to be true if \(A \wedge C\) is true, false if \(A \wedge \lnot C\) is true but irrelevant (or indeterminate) if A is false—came to be known as the “defective truth table” (Over and Baratgin 2017; Wason and Johnson-Laird 1972). The term “defective” signals the violation of a rationality norm of classical logic. Specifically, this response pattern violates the semantics of the material conditional, \(A \supset C\). Under the material conditional interpretation, \(A \mid\!\thicksim C\) is true if A is false. Note that it is, of course, not classical logic which is violated, rather the application of classical logic as a rationality framework for \(A \mid\!\thicksim C\). From the viewpoint of the new probabilistic paradigm, however, the truth conditions reflected in the “defective truth table” are indeed rational, since they coincide with those of the conditional event, \(C|A\). The conditional event is what appears in the conditional probability function (\(p(C|A)\)). For a not self-contradictory A, the truth conditions of the conditional event are (i) \(C|A\) is true if \(A\wedge C\) is true, (ii) \(C|A\) is false if \(A \wedge \lnot C\) is true, and (iii) \(C|A\) is void (or indeterminate) if A is false. The semantics of \(C|A\) and \(A\supset C\) differ in condition (iii). Thus, from the viewpoint of the new paradigm psychology of reasoning, which interprets \(A\mid\!\thicksim C\) by \(C|A\), there is nothing defective (in a negative sense) in the so-called “defective truth table” response pattern. To avoid any negative connotations Over and Baratgin (2017) suggested to use the term “\(2\times 2\) de Finetti table” instead.
Experiments on the conditional syllogisms constitute a second class of reasoning tasks used in the old paradigm psychology of reasoning. They were designed to investigate people’s understanding of logical validity, specifically, whether people understand that the basic propositional-logical argument forms modus ponens and modus tollens are logically valid, and whether they understand that affirmation of the consequent and denying the antecedent are not logically valid (see, e. g.,  Evans et al. 1993; Evans and Over 2004). In their probabilistic account of human reasoning in the conditional reasoning tasks, Oaksford et al. (2000) impose an uncertain relation between the premises and the conclusion by assuming “that people endorse an inference in direct proportion to the conditional probability of the conclusion given the categorical premise” (p. 884), which neglects the rôle of the conditional premise.
The third class of examples are categorical syllogisms. In this class, researchers have been interested in people’s ability to judge the logical validity of arguments involving basic quantified statements like Every 
                        S 
                        is 
                        P or Some 
                        S 
                        is not 
                        P (for a meta-analysis, see Khemlani and Johnson-Laird 2012). The probability heuristics model of categorical syllogisms (Chater and Oaksford 1999) employs ideas from Bayesian networks, information theory and presupposes (quite strong) independence assumptions to model experimental data.
The three classes of examples of traditional reasoning tasks reflect the themes of our paper: interpretation of conditionals (example 1), reasoning about basic argument forms (example 2), and the interpretation of basic quantified statements (example 3). The main goals of the present paper are threefold:
	
                    First, we revisit the three themes not from a classical logic point of view but rather from a probability-logical point of view. Specifically, we use coherence-based probability logic as an unified rationality framework for investigating diverse themes, which were traditionally investigated and discussed separately in literature: indicative conditionals, counterfactuals, and basic quantified statements. We will show that for all three topics, coherent conditional probability assertions play an important rôle.

                  
	
                    Second, we retest important findings and extend the traditional focus on indicative conditionals to counterfactuals. By “counterfactual” we mean a conditional in subjunctive mood (If it were 
                                 A, then it would be 
                                 C), where its antecedent (A) is known to be (factually) false.

                  
	
                    Third, we shed formal and experimental light on how people negate conditionals. Specifically, whether and to what extent it makes a difference, if the negation of a conditional is formulated such that the conditional is negated as a whole (wide-scope formulation of negations of conditionals) or if the conditional’s consequent is negated (narrow-scope formulation).

                  

The outline of the paper is as follows. After introducing the rationality framework coherence-based probability logic (Sect. 1.1), we sketch our interactive view on the relation between (formal-)normative and empirical work (Sect. 1.2), report a new experiment on basic argument forms (Sect. 2), and conclude the paper with general remarks and suggestions for further research (Sect. 3).
1.1 Coherence-Based Probability Logic

                           Coherence-based probability logic has been successfully applied in formal and empirical studies on reasoning, embracing various topics including conditional syllogisms (Pfeifer and Kleiter 2007, 2009a), monotonic and nonmonotonic argument forms (Coletti et al. 2015; Gilio 2012; Gilio and Sanfilippo 2013c, d; Pfeifer and Kleiter 2005a, 2010; Wallmann and Kleiter 2014), nested conditionals (Gilio et al. 2017, submitted; Gilio and Sanfilippo 2013b, 2014), probabilistic truth table tasks (Fugard et al. 2011a; Pfeifer 2013a; Pfeifer and Stöckle-Schobel 2015), Aristotle’s theses (Pfeifer 2012), paradoxes of the material conditional (Pfeifer and Kleiter 2011; Pfeifer 2014), quantified statements and defaults (Gilio et al. 2016), experimental pragmatics Pfeifer (2016), and the square of opposition (Pfeifer and Sanfilippo 2017, submitted). Moreover, in the domain of reasoning and rational argumentation, measures of the strength of argument forms (Pfeifer and Kleiter 2006a) and of concrete arguments (Pfeifer 2013b) as well as reasoning fallacies (Pfeifer 2008) have been studied within the coherence framework.
What is coherence-based probability logic? In a nutshell, probability logic studies uncertain argument forms. By “argument” we mean a triple consisting of a (possibly empty) premise set, a conclusion indicator, and a conclusion. The premises may contain probabilistic and/or logical information. The inference problem consists in transmitting the uncertainty of the premises deductively to the conclusion. Consider the (probabilistic) modus ponens as an example:
	
                              Modus ponens:
                            
	
                              Modus ponens in probability logic:
                            

	
                              A
                            
	
                              \(p(A)=x\)
                            

	If A, then C
                                          
—————————
	
                              \(p(C|A) =y\)
                            
———————————————————————————

	
                              C
                            
	
                              \(xy \,\le\, p(C)\, \le\, xy+1-x\)
                            






                        In coherence-based probability logic, the conditional premise (If A, then C) is interpreted as a conditional probability assertion (\(p(C|A)=y\)) and the premise probabilities x and y are transmitted deductively to the conclusion (\(xy \le p(C)\le xy+1-x\)). The two premise probabilities provide enough input to allow for deducing probabilistically informative coherent probability bounds on the conclusion. Except for two special cases (i.e., \(P(C)=1\), if \(x=y=1\) (case i); \(P(C)=0\), if \(x=1\) and \(y=0\) (case ii)), usually more information is needed for deducing a point value. For example, if \(p(C|\lnot A)=z\) is given as an additional premise, then the conclusion probability is a point value, calculated by \(p(C)= xy+(1-x)z\). However, z is not available in the modus ponens: modus ponens is therefore an example of a situation of incomplete (or partical) probabilistic knowledge. Since incomplete probabilistic knowledge is almost always present in everyday life, the chosen rationality framework must be able to deal with it: coherence-based probability logic can elegantly handle such situations.
Sometimes, probabilistic argument forms are probabilistically non-informative, i.e., under all probabilistic evaluations of the premises, the probability of the conclusion is not constrained and the unit interval [0, 1] is a coherent assessment of the conclusion. The following paradox of the material conditional is an instance:
	
                              Paradox 1:
                            
	
                              Paradox 1 in probability logic:
                            

	
                              C
                            
—————————
	
                              \(p(C) =x\)
                            
———————————————————————————

	If A, then C
                                          
	
                              \(0\, \le\, p(C|A)\,\le\, 1\)
                            






                        Note that \(0\, \le\, p(C|A)\,\le\, 1\) holds even in the special case where \(x=1\), which matches intuition and experimental data (Pfeifer and Kleiter 2011). Formally, this is an instance where the coherence approach to probability is more general compared to standard approaches to probability (which define \(p(C|A)\) by \(p(A\wedge C)/p(A)\)): standard approaches can only assign probability 1 (which is counterintuitive) or “undefined” (which is unsatisfactory) to the conclusion of paradox 1, if \(p(C)=1\) (Pfeifer 2014). Note that if the conditional is interpreted as a material conditional, the paradox is not blocked and the inference is probabilistically informative (i.e., if \(p(C)=x\), then \(x \le p(A \supset C)\le 1\) (since \(A \supset C\) is logically equivalent to \(\lnot A \vee C\))).
What is characteristic for the coherence approach to probability and why can it properly manage zero antecedence probabilities? Coherence should not be confused with coherence in the sense of “sentences which hang together” (BonJour 1985). Rather, it is a requirement for probability which goes back to de Finetti (1931/1993, 1937/1980, 1970/1974). It has been further developed in recent years (for full formal characterizations see, e.g.,  Coletti and Scozzafava 2002; Gilio 2002; Gilio and Sanfilippo 2011; Gilio et al. 2016; Lad 1996; Walley 1991). Probabilities are conceived as (subjective) degrees of belief and the key rationality assumption (the coherence requirement) can be expressed by the avoidance of bets that lead to sure loss (betting scheme; see, e.g.,  Gilio and Sanfilippo 2011, Section 2.1) or by the admissibility with respect to a proper scoring rule (penalty criterion; see, e.g.,  Gilio and Sanfilippo 2011, Section 2.2). Rather than assuming an uncertain relation between the premises and the conclusion (often formalised by variations on Bayes’ theorem, like for instance by Oaksford and Chater 2007), the coherent transmission of the uncertainty of the premises to the conclusion is deductive and can be derived by the application of appropriate algorithms (see, e.g.,  Biazzo and Gilio 2000; Capotorti et al. 2007; Coletti and Scozzafava 2002; Gilio et al. 2016), a version of which is also available as an open-access software (Baioletti et al. 2016). If the premise set is coherent, the algorithm makes a coherent extension of the probabilistic assessments to a new (conditional) event, i.e., the conclusion (Capotorti et al. 2007; Coletti and Scozzafava 2002; Gilio 2002; Gilio et al. 2016).
Furthermore, conditional probability is primitive and not defined via the joint and the marginal probabilities: commonsense directly assigns degrees of belief to conditionals like

                     If I take the train at five (T), I’ll be home for dinner at six (D).

                  

without computing the fraction of \(p(T\wedge D)\) (joint probability) and \(p(T)\) (marginal probability). Treating conditional probability as primitive allows for dealing with zero antecedent probabilities, as long as the antecedent is not contradictory. If the antecedent of a conditional is a contradiction, \(C|A\) is undefined. The above-mentioned definition of conditional event matches neatly the interpretation of a conditional in terms of the Ramsey test, expressed in his famous footnote:

                    If two people are arguing ‘If p will q?’ and are both in doubt as to p, they are adding p hypothetically to their stock of knowledge and arguing on that basis about q; [...] We can say they are fixing their degrees of belief in q given p. If p turns out false, these degrees of belief are rendered void. (Ramsey 1929/1994, footnote, p. 55)

                  

While it is impossible to add a contradiction to one’s stock of knowledge, it is indeed possible to consider antecedents with zero probabilities within the coherence framework. Zero antecedent probabilities are important when certain argument forms (like the above-explained paradox 1) are considered. Handling zero antecedent probabilities might also become important for studying counterfactuals under coherence, but their precise rôle in the context of counterfactuals needs to be elaborated in future work. For the present paper, it is important to note that the antecedent of a conditional must not be a plain logical contradiction since, e.g., \((A \wedge \lnot A) \mid\!\thicksim C\) is undefined under coherence. This is not a lack of generality, rather it makes sense psychologically: in terms of the Ramsey test, it is irrational to assume (even hypothetically) a contradiction to be true (as by definition a contradiction is false in all possible worlds).
In the present paper we hypothesize that people form their degree of belief in the counterfactual If 
                           A 
                           were the case, C 
                           would be the case by equating it with the corresponding conditional probability of \(C|A\). This implies that for forming their degree of belief in a counterfactual, people treat the factual statement as irrelevant. This hypothesis can be justified by the coherence-based theory of nested conditionals (Gilio and Sanfilippo 2013a, b, 2014; Gilio et al. 2017). Gilio and Sanfilippo have shown that for three events A, B, C with incompatible A and B (i.e., \(A \wedge B\) is a logical contradiction) the prevision of the conditional random quantity \(((C|B)|A)\) is equal to \(p(C|B)\) (Gilio and Sanfilippo 2013a, Example 1, p. 225). Our psychological hypothesis follows immediately from this formal result: the counterfactual If 
                           A 
                           were the case, C 
                           would be the case can be modeled by the degree of belief in the conditional random quantity \((C|A)|\lnot A\) which equals to \(p(C|A)\) (i.e., \(Prevision((C|A)|\lnot A)=p(C|A)\)).
A further characteristic aspect of the coherence approach to probability is that contrary to standard text book approaches to probability, coherence does not require to assume a complete algebra. Rather, the coherence-based approach permits the definition of probabilities over an arbitrary family of conditional events.
For the present paper, we will use coherence-based probability logic as a unified rationality framework for our experimental work. The next section explains our view on how formal-normative and empirical work may fruitfully interact.
1.2 Interaction of Normative and Empirical Work
The question of what kind of behavior or thinking is rational is highly debated (for overviews on discussions within philosophy and psychology, see e. g.,  Mele and Rawling 2004; Nickerson 2008; Stanovich 1999; Stanovich and West 2000). Rationality is a concept that has a value-laden undertone; to say that reasoning is rational is to say that it is in some sense good or correct reasoning. The key here is to ask, just in what sense is the reasoning claimed to be good, that is, against which standard is the reasoning compared with, or to what extent it serves to reach a certain goal. When viewed this way, rationality is, in virtue of its value-laden nature, always a relative notion. It can be relative to a formal reference system or theory (usually referred to as theoretical rationality) or, when viewed from an instrumentalist perspective, relative to some goal or aim (usually referred to as practical rationality). In what follows, we focus on theoretical rationality. As explained above, the often replicated response pattern in truth table tasks is rational when coherence-based probability theory is used as the normative reference system, but the very same response pattern violates rationality when classical logic is the normative reference system.
In this section, we propose an interactive view of the relation between normative work and empirical work, which is depicted in Fig. 1. Our model is inspired by Elqayam et al. (2011) and its discussion by Pfeifer (2011). In principle, normative frameworks may be given in informal or in formal terms. In what follows we mean by “normative work” mainly formal analyses, as it is done, for example, in probability logic or classical logic. By “empirical work” we mean psychological experiments or qualitative empirical research methods like structured interviews.
Fig. 1[image: figure 1]
Interactive relations between normative (solid lines) and empirical work (dotted lines)


Full size image


                        Results of formal work, like the system of classical logic in the old paradigm psychology of reasoning or nonmonotonic reasoning systems like System P (see, e.g.,  Silva Neves et al. 2002; Bonnefon et al. 2012; Pfeifer and Kleiter 2005a, 2010; Schurz 2005), have been commonly used as normative frameworks against which the actual behaviour has been compared in order to evaluate its rationality relative to the chosen normative system. New normative systems also suggest new empirical hypotheses. Imprecise probability theory (in contrast to classical point probabilities), for example, can be used to derive psychological predictions concerning lower and upper probability bounds.
However, the relationship between formal systems and psychological research needs not to be a one-way path (Pfeifer 2011). In contrast to the model suggested by Elqayam et al. (2011, Figure 2, p. 244) our model suggests that empirical data can also work as the starting point for developing new normative systems: for instance, Ford (2004) investigated how experimental data informs artificial intelligence systems and developed the nonmonotonic reasoning System LS based on experimental data. Moreover, the empirical evaluation of a formal-normative system provides extra quality criteria for the formal system: these extra quality criteria are beyond the purely formal ones like soundness and completeness. Among two competing logical systems, for example, which are both sound and complete and indistinguishable with respect to simplicity and other formal criteria, clearly the one should be preferred which displays a higher descriptive or empirical validity compared to the other one since its empirical success can serve as an arbitrator. Therefore, empirical work can help to arbitrate between formal-normative systems. Of course, also the vice versa holds: formal-normative work is useful in making empirical theories clearer and in deriving concrete predictions. After formal clarification it could even turn out that alleged different empirical theories are actually formally isomorphic. The claim of this possibility does not seem to be contained in the model by Elqayam et al. (2011).
We conceive the relationship between formal-normative and empirical work not as static, but rather as a dynamic interactive process. The process of constructing new formal-normative theories can be guided by experimental data. New formal theorems can then feed back into empirical work, the resulting data may then again feed back into the normative work and vice versa.
An interesting consequence of the dual direction of the interaction between the empirical work and the formal analyses, is that the formal systems, which are based on empirical data, seem to lack the a priori nature often associated with formality. However, it is important to distinguish between the origin or the inspiration of a formal system, and the formal work that is done within that system. Even if the system itself is developed a posteriori, once the axioms are defined, the formal work, such as checking for independence, is an a priori effort. Thus, the formal and the empirical should be distinguished sharply to avoid the trap of naïve psychologism.
Since the concepts of normativity and rationality have proven to be interpreted in various different ways within a discussion recently reinvigorated by Elqayam et al. (2011) (see also Macnamara 1986), some clarification is in order. In our view, a formal-normative system, such as coherence-based probability logic, is normative in the sense that it provides norms for good (i.e., rational) inference (relative to that system). The norm
$$\begin{aligned} if\; p(A)=x,\; then\;p(\lnot A)=1-x\; ({\text{i.e.,}}\;{\text{a}}\,{\text{coherence}}\,{\text{requirement)}} \end{aligned}$$

prescribes, for example, to assign probability .7 to the event \(\lnot A\), under the assumption that \(p(A)=.3\). Diverging from this norm (e.g. assigning .6 to \(\lnot A\) if \(p(A)=.3\)) would be incoherent and therefore irrational in this framework. The selected formal system can be used to create structure for the task material and to define the normative responses for the analysis of the data. In this sense, it defines the responses that are rational relative to the selected system. That is, if the responses of a participant align with the normative responses of the selected formal framework, the participant can be said to be rational in accordance with that system. The normativity is thus bound only to the test setting, and the framework selected in it. When the aim of the research is to strive towards a more and more accurate account of the actual reasoning processes, another way to put this is to say that the aim is to find the formal system with which the participants’ responses are most aligned.
This usage of the terms normative or rational by no means conveys any “deeper” or universal sense of oughtness, rightly criticized by Elqayam et al. (2011). Our use of normativity is what they might refer to as formal computational accounts in the sense of Marr (1982). We make no claims about one formal system being the ultimate standard which human behaviour should be judged against universally speaking; this indeed would lack both purpose and justification. Neither does this study make claims about one formal system being better than another in an instrumental sense. This latter evaluation would be plausible but it would require a different research approach. Namely, it would require a specified aim and criteria to evaluate the success of reaching it. Then, different ways of reasoning could be evaluated in their efficiency in supporting the individual researching the aim.
The aim of research on human reasoning is directed at answering three types of questions:
	
                      First, we can ask how people reason in different situations.

                    
	
                      Second, we can try to understand why they reason as they do, what might cause the observed behaviour.

                    
	
                      Third, we can evaluate different ways of reasoning in relation to some goal.

                    

All of these questions are essentially empirical in nature. The first two serve to deepen our knowledge of human behaviour, while the third type of research can provide instrumentally useful information. In the current experimental study, our focus is on the first question: we aim to understand how people actually reason in certain situations.
In the following section, we report new experimental data on human reasoning about selected basic arguments, where we systematically contrast indicative conditionals and counterfactuals. Moreover, we shed new empirical light on how people negate conditionals. Specifically, we investigate, whether the degree of belief x in indicative conditionals of the form
	
                      (1)
                      
                        If A, then C.

                      
                    

and whether the degree of belief x in counterfactuals of the form
	
                      (2)
                      
                        If A were the case, then C would be the case.

                      
                    

may both be interpreted by a corresponding conditional probability assertion \(p(C|A)=x\) and whether the formulation of the negation of (1)/(2) either in terms of the wide-scope formulation (i.e., the whole conditional is negated) or in terms of the narrow-scope formulation (i.e., the consequent of the conditional is negated) impacts on the participant’s interpretation. Like the formulation (wide-scope vs. narrow-scope) also the meaning of the negation of conditionals might differ. In terms of the conditional probability interpretation of conditionals, negating conditional probability assertions by the narrow-scope reading is straightforward: the narrow-scope negation of \(p(C|A)\) is just \(p(\lnot C|A)\), and there is psychological evidence that most people form narrow-scope negations in a coherent way (Pfeifer 2012; Pfeifer and Kleiter 2010). For the wide-scope reading, however, negating conditional probability assertions is not straightforward. The meaning of negating \(p(C|A)\) by the wide-scope negation could be just the same as for the narrow-scope negation. Or, as an alternative, in terms of the complementary imprecise assessment (Gilio et al. 2015, 2016; Pfeifer and Sanfilippo 2017). For explaining the difference between this interpretation and the narrow-scope reading of negations of conditionals, consider the imprecise probability assessment \(x \le p(C|A)\le 1\), where x is a lower probability bound. Obviously, negating \(x \le p(C|A)\le 1\) in terms of the narrow-scope corresponds to \(0 \le p(C|A)\le 1-x\). In terms of the complementary imprecise assessment (wide-scope reading), \(x \le p(C|A)\le 1\) is negated by \(0 \le p(C|A) < x\), where the upper bound is half-open (Gilio et al. 2016; Pfeifer and Sanfilippo 2017). Concrete examples follow in the next section. From a formal point of view, different kinds of negations of conditionals are important for constructing probabilistic versions of the square of opposition (Pfeifer and Sanfilippo 2017, submitted). In the present study, we explore empirically whether people distinguish between the narrow-scope reading of negating conditionals and negating conditionals in terms of complementary imprecise assessments.


2 Experimental Study
Table 1 explains the 41 tasks presented to each participant. The tasks were selected according to the following criteria: (i) tasks which are valid or invalid in nonmonotonic systems (Kraus et al. 1990; Benferhat et al. 1997; Gilio 2002) and standard systems of counterfactual conditionals (Lewis 1973), (ii) direct inferences (i.e., one premise and one conclusion inferences) relating basic quantified statements (like Every 
                        S 
                        is 
                        P) to conditionals, (iii) tasks which allow for distinguishing experimentally the narrow- and the wide-scope reading of negating conditionals, (iv) filler tasks were used as attention tests.
Table 1 Task number, task name, abbreviation (Abbr.; for their construction see also text), argument, and the predicted response (Pred.) according to the conditional probability interpretation of the four task blocks (separated by horizontal lines) used in the experimentFull size table


                     Many of the arguments in Table 1 do not have established names. In what follows we refer to the different tasks mainly by the abbreviations introduced in Table 1. The abbreviations were used for the fluency of the text and were constructed based on the following considerations: (i) the first letters abbreviate established names (e.g., “MP” for modus ponens), (ii) “A” (for antecedent) and “C” (for consequent) were used to abbreviate argument forms involving conditionals occurring in the premises, (iii) “n” denotes negation and its position in the abbreviation indicates the formulation of the negation (i.e., narrow- or wide-scope) of conditionals or of the quantified statements, (iv) “S” (for subject term) and “P” (for predicate term) indicate that the task involves quantified statements: in this context “A” refers to the universal quantifier (i.e., every) and “E” refers to no, (v) subindices serve as a reminder to the numerical uncertainties in the premises, (vi) the superscript (\(^o\)) refers the open response format, “B”, “C”, and “P” in the rational monotonicity tasks refer to the different scenarios used in the third task block (building blocks, compatriots, and piano players, respectively).
Table 2 explains the design of the experiment. In total, we had four task booklets which differed in terms of modal mood (indicative conditionals versus counterfactuals) and in terms of order. Specifically, half of the participants were presented with tasks in order 1 (i.e., systematically narrow-scope formulations of negations of conditionals first) and the other half were presented with order 2 (i.e., systematically wide-scope formulations of negations of conditionals first), where tasks #1–#32 and #40–#41 were given in reversed order. We hypothesized that task order 1 primes the narrow-scope interpretation of negating conditionals, whereas task order 2 primes the complementary imprecise assessment. Therefore, we expected more narrow-scope interpretation responses in booklets of order 1 compared to booklets of order 2.

Table 2 Design and sample sizesFull size table


                     2.1 Participants
Sixty students of the University of Helsinki (Finland) were recruited via email-lists of different student organizations (mean age: 27 years, 30 female participants, 30 male participants). Students were native Finnish speakers. Students who major in psychology, mathematics, statistics or philosophy were not included in the sample. The aim was to recruit “naïve participants” with respect to academic classes on logic and probability. The participants were assigned equally to indicative and counterfactual task conditions. Half of the participants received the tasks #1–#32 and #40–#41 in reversed order. Each participant was paid \(15{\EUR }\) for participation.
2.2 Task Material
The task material consisted of 41 pen and paper vignette story tasks. As an illustrative example of our vignette stories consider the following MP task where participants were asked to imagine the following situation:

                    Paula works in a factory that produces play blocks. She is responsible for controlling the production. Each play block has a shape (cylinder, cube, pyramid, or ...), a colour (yellow, blue, green, or ...), and a material (wood, rubber, plastic, or ...). The factory produces play blocks in all forms and colours in each of the materials.

                  

Then, we introduced the premises (marked by (A) and (B)) and the conclusion (i.e., the sentence in the box) as follows:

                    Paula is waiting for the next play block to appear on the conveyor belt. Because she has observed the production line the whole day,

                  


                           
                    Paula is ...
	
                          (A)
                          
                            ... very sure, that: The block is a cube.

                          
                        
	
                          (B)
                          
                            ... very sure, that: If the block is a cube, then the block is yellow.

                            Based on (A) and (B) Paula considers the following sentence: 
[image: figure a]





                                          
                          
                        


                              
                  

Note that the uncertainties of the premises were communicated in terms of verbal descriptions (“very sure, that”). The MP task is therefore one of the qualitative reasoning tasks we used in the experiment. Next, the participants were presented with a question and response format in the following way:

                    Based on (A) and (B), can Paula infer at all how sure she can be that the sentence in the box holds? 
	
                            \(\Box\)
                          :
	
                            
                                            NO, Paula can not infer at all how sure she can be that the sentence in the box holds (since 0%, 100% and anything in between is possible).

                          
	
                            \(\Box\)
                          :
	
                            
                                            YES, Paula can infer how sure she can be that the sentence in the box holds.

                          

 If you answered “YES”, choose one of the following: 
	
                            \(\Box\)
                          :
	
                            Paula is very sure that the sentence in the box does not hold.

                          
	
                            \(\Box\)
                          :
	
                            Paula is very sure that the sentence in the box holds.

                          


                              
                  

The rationale for using this vignette story was that variations of it were successfully used in previous tasks (see, e.g.,  Pfeifer and Kleiter 2010) and because we aimed to reduce the effects of any background knowledge to the minimum. Thereby, we attempted to avoid the well-known belief bias (see, e.g., Evans et al. 1993, p. 243f). In the classical logic paradigm, “belief bias” means that the validity of an argument is evaluated by the believability of the conclusion and not by logical validity. This traditional meaning of belief bias may be adapted within the new probabilistic paradigm as follows: belief bias occurs if the degree of belief in the conclusion is not the result of transmitting the uncertainties from the premises to the conclusion, rather, the premises are ignored and the degree of belief is derived from background knowledge only. Our vignette stories emphasize the uncertainties given in the premises and aim to avoid the use of background knowledge. Moreover, they were designed to be concrete and easy to imagine. In each task, a different set of premises was described and labeled (i.e., (A), (B)), and the target statement was presented in a framed text box to make the scope of the question clear.
Before presenting the target tasks, we used five examples to familiarize the participant with the task material and with the response format. At the end of the experiment, we asked for the perceived clarity and difficulty of the tasks, as well as for the usual demographic data.
The order of the tasks in the task booklet is presented in Table 1. We arranged the tasks into four blocks. The first block, tasks #1–#32, consisted of basic argument forms. Here, one of the key questions was to investigate how the participants would interpret tasks \(\hbox {nAC}_9, \hbox {nAC}_1\), AnSP, and nASP. From the point of view of coherence-based probability logic, these tasks involving wide-scope formulations of negations of conditionals allow two different interpretations: the narrow-scope reading and the complementary imprecise assessment reading of the negation of a conditional. As an example compare the indicative versions of tasks \(\hbox {AnC}_9\) and \(\hbox {nAC}_9\). Both present “At least 90% sure, that if A, then C” as the premise (i.e., \(A\mid\!\thicksim _{[.9,1]} C\)), which corresponds probabilistically to \(.9 \le p(C|A)\le 1\). From this premise the participants were asked to infer their degree of belief in “If A, then not-C” (task AnC\(_9\): narrow-scope formulation, which corresponds to \(A\mid\!\thicksim \lnot C\)) and in “It is not the case, that: If A, then C” (task \(\hbox {nAC}_9\): wide-scope formulation, which corresponds to \(\lnot (A\mid\!\thicksim C)\)). Obviously, the coherent conclusion for the narrow-scope corresponds to \(0 \le p(C|A)\le .1\). The important question is how the wide-scope formulation is interpreted. As explained above, it can be interpreted either in terms of the just explained narrow-scope or in terms of the complementary imprecise assessment 
                           \(0 \le p(C|A) <.9\), where the upper bound is half-open (Gilio et al. 2016; Pfeifer and Sanfilippo 2017).
Therefore, we were interested in investigating how participants interpret the two formulations of negated conditionals. We contrasted \(\hbox {AnC}_9\) with \(\hbox {nAC}_9, \hbox {AnC}_1\) with \(\hbox {nAC}_1\), and ASnP with AnSP. If the participants chose the narrow-scope interpretation of the negation, then the predicted level of certainty would be the same for both tasks in each pair. If they used the complementary imprecise assessment interpretation, the predicted degrees of belief would differ from that of the first task in the pair. These tasks were repeated in pairs, so that the participants would be able to pay attention to the difference in the argument form. They were also assigned fixed locations, to ensure that similar tasks were not too close to each other (we marked them in bold for easy reference in Table 1).
The task ASP was used to start and end the first task block to check the consistency of the responses to this task at the beginning and at the end of the first block. For the rest of the tasks in this block, the order was randomly generated. The variables S and P involved in the tasks ASP, NSnP, NSP, ASnP, AnSP, nASP, ESnP, \(\hbox {M}^o\), and ESP signal that these are tasks which were designed to investigate relations between basic quantified statements and conditionals (conditional probability interpretations of quantified statements were also proposed by  Cohen 1999, 2012). We follow here the traditional terminology of categorical syllogisms, where S denotes the subject term and P denotes the predicate term of a basic syllogistic sentence type. Task \(\hbox {M}^o\) extends the perspective of traditionally quantified statements (involving existential and universal quantifiers) to the generalized quantifier Most. The prediction that people assign a probability \(>.5\) to \(S \mid\!\thicksim P\) from the premise Most 
                           S 
                           are 
                           P (see Table 1) is conservative: the corresponding conditional probability \(p(P|S)\) must at least exceed .5, otherwise Most 
                           S 
                           are 
                           P does not hold. The threshold for Most is, of course, context dependent (see also  Chater and Oaksford 1999). To investigate the lower bound, we used an open response format for this task. All other tasks investigated selected basic arguments involving conditionals. Specifically, we compared monotonic (P1, P2, PS) with nonmonotonic argument forms (CM, CUT) and contrasted formulations of narrow-scope negations of conditionals (\(\hbox {AnC}_9, \hbox {AnC}_1\)) with corresponding wide-scope formulations (\(\hbox {nAC}_9, \hbox {nAC}_1\)). The latter contrast was done twice to test within participant consistency. Modus ponens (MP) was also tested twice in order to check for consistency and for relating the results to the (classical) non-probabilistic MP responses. The non-probabilistic MP is endorsed by 89–100% of participants according to the classical reasoning literature (Evans et al. 1993). Although negated modus ponens (NMP) is not logically valid, one can infer that the conclusion must not hold, if the premises hold and this matches the data when the conditional premise is an indicative one (Pfeifer and Kleiter 2007). However, it is not known if this result transfers to NMP tasks involving a counterfactual conditional premise.
Centering (Cent) is valid for many different kinds of conditionals (Gilio et al. 2017; Cruz et al. 2015, 2016), including indicative and counterfactual ones. Cent is, however, not valid for inferentialist accounts of conditionals (see, e.g., Douven 2016). Therefore, we added this task to test its psychological plausibility.
The two complement tasks (\(\hbox {Cmpl}_1, \hbox {Cmpl}_9\)) are direct inferences from one conditional to the same conditional where its consequent is negated. Apart from its simplicity, this kind of complement was hardly ever tested in the literature. Pfeifer and Kleiter (2010) report good agreement with conditional probability predictions in complement tasks even when it involves probability intervals. Finally, we also used three filler tasks (F1, F2, and F3), which are probabilistically non-informative under the conditional probability interpretation of conditionals.
The second task block consisted of three tasks (#33–#35) involving empty premise sets, namely the two versions of Aristotle’s thesis (AT1, AT2) and the negated reflexivity (NR) task. The combination of these three tasks was designed to distinguish the narrow- and wide-scope readings of negating the material conditional interpretation of indicative conditionals from the corresponding conditional probability interpretation (Pfeifer 2012). In this study and in a follow-up study which extended the tasks to investigate counterfactuals as well, the modal response pattern was consistent with the conditional probability interpretation (Pfeifer and Stöckle-Schobel 2015). The second task block was used as a reliability test to investigate the stability of the reported results.
The third task block consisted of four rational monotonicity tasks (i.e., tasks #36–#39) with different scenarios and different response formats. Rational monotonicity is an important extension of the nonmonotonic reasoning System P (see, e.g.,  Bezzazi et al. 1997; Kraus et al. 1990; Gilio 2002; Schurz and Thorn 2012; Rott 2014).
The fourth task block once more tested the if-not-introduction and not-if-introduction tasks. However, instead of the forced-choice format (used in the first block), we used an open response format in the fourth task block. The two tasks were presented on the same page to allow the participants to compare them during the paper and pencil tasks and the post-test interview.
Because of the high number of tasks and the complexity of the inferences, we tried to keep the cognitive load to a minimum by using verbal descriptions of the uncertainty wherever possible throughout the experiment. If, however, probabilities were necessary in order to distinguish different interpretations experimentally, we expressed the degrees of belief by using numerical values (percentages) and offered forced-choice response formats. Testing all tasks with open response formats would certainly overburden the participants. The verbal description “totally sure” was selected for those tasks which investigated statements involving quantifiers (like no, every, and most). As we were particularly interested in how people form negations and whether the indicative/subjunctive mood impacts on people’s degrees of belief, we used for these statements an extreme degree of belief (i.e., “totally sure”) only in order to avoid unnecessary complexity, e.g., by second order quantification (e.g., 60% sure that most ..., where 60% sure that quantifies over the second-order level the first-order level most quantifier). “Very sure” was used in tasks involving conditionals: here the uncertainty was communicated only on the first-order level. Table 1 shows which tasks used verbal descriptions of probabilities (“very sure” or “totally sure”) and which ones used numbers (either in terms of intervals or point values).
As pointed out previously (see, e.g., Evans et al. 2015; Pfeifer and Kleiter 2009a), it is important to control for the a priori chance rate for the participant of choosing the “correct” response. In our experiment, we have a total of 37 tasks involving forced-choice formats of which the chance rate of 19 tasks is 1/5 and 1/3 for 18 tasks. The rationale for selecting different forced-choice response formats was the attempt to keep the cognitive load to a minimum while trying to prompt informative responses.
The response option for probabilistically non-informative responses was formulated as “NO, Paula can not infer at all how sure she can be that the sentence in the box holds (since 0%, 100% and anything in between is possible)”.
Depending on the argument form tested in a given task, two different formats were used for informative response options. The quantitative tasks had four different informative options. The informative options were presented as scales, depicting the different (imprecise) probability alternatives: complement of the premise probability (narrow-scope reading), premise probability, complementary imprecise assessment (“full complement”) and probability excluding the complement (in this order). The scales were adjusted to match the premise; e.g., if the uncertainty of the premise was “at least 90% and at most 100%”, the response scales were [0–10%], [90–100%], [0–90%[, and ]10–100%]. If the premise certainty was described as “totally sure”, the scales were [0%], [100%], [0–100%[, and ]0–100%]. The range was indicated with grey background and a closed or open square bracket for including or excluding the endpoint, respectively. For further clarification, when the endpoint was not included in the range, we used a slight gap between the open bracket and the value, for example here for the range [0–90%[:
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The left end of the scale had the label “Totally sure, that the sentence does not hold” and the right end of the scale had the label “Totally sure, that the sentence holds”. Next to each scale, there was a text explaining the illustrated scale range (see the later example from task \(\hbox {AnC}_9\) for details). This was, again, a step to ensure that the participants would understand the different alternatives as clearly as possible.
In the qualitative tasks, as in all tasks, we used a two-step response format (see the above introductory MP example). In the qualitative tasks we asked at the first step whether the argument is informative (can infer/cannot infer) and if “yes”, whether the sentence does not hold or whether the sentence holds. For the quantitative task types, the response format had different alternatives for the informative response. Here is an example from task \(\hbox {AnC}_9\):

                    If you answered “YES”, choose one of the following:

                    Based on (A) Paula is...

                  


                           [image: figure c]





                        In addition to the qualitative and quantitative task formats, we used one task to study how the participants were interpreting the concept of most. Here the premise and response format were formulated as follows:

                    Paula is waiting for the next play block to appear on the conveyor belt. Because she has observed the production line the whole day,

                  


                           
                    Paula is ...
	
                          (A)
                          
                            ...very sure that: Most of the pyramids are blue.

                            Based on (A) Paula considers the following sentence: 
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The response format included the same “NO”-option as in the other tasks, but for informative responses the format open:

                    If you answered “YES”, consider whether Paula can express her certainty in terms of an exact percentage or in terms of a range (from at least to at most). Then give your answer by both writing it down in numbers and by marking it on the scale (either with a cross or with brackets).

                    Based on (A) Paula is...

                  


                           [image: figure e]





                        At the end of each task (excluding tasks #40 and #41), participants were asked to evaluate their own confidence about the response they had just given. They were asked to mark their confidence on a scale:
[image: figure f]




This scale was designed to explore meta-cognition in indicative and counterfactual reasoning. Specifically, since presented factual information in tasks involving counterfactuals contradicts the antecedent of the respective counterfactual, we hypothesize that participants in this condition give lower confidences compared to the indicative conditions. Moreover, the scale serves to explore whether subjective confidence is influenced by the argument form.
The left half of the confidence scale served as an indicator for excluding participants from the data analysis: if the meta-cognitive responses indicate high confidence in the incorrectness and if the participant’s responses show additional signs of not understanding the task material or opting-out of the task, then we would have sufficient indicators for excluding the participant from the data analysis.
The previous examples described the task material as it appeared in the indicative mood. The counterfactual version differed from the indicative version in two respects: first, the conditional premises and the conditionals in the conclusions were presented in a counterfactual mood. Second, a factual statement was added before the premises which contradicted the antecedent of the counterfactual. Factual statements were given unless the premise itself had one. For example filler task F1:

                    Paula has in front of her on the conveyor belt a pyramid shaped block. Because she has observed the production line the whole day,

                    Paula is ...
	
                          (A)
                          
                            ...very sure that: If the block were a cylinder, then the block would be blue.

                            Based on (A) Paula considers the following sentence: 
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Here the factual statement tells that the shape of the block is a pyramid and the counterfactual mood is expressed in the conditional statement with “were” and “would be”, that is, the sentence is about a current counterfactual. This tense was chosen to keep the task material as simple as possible; using past tense would have added unnecessary complexity to the sentence structure. In Finnish the counterfactual mood was indicated by the use of the suffix “–isi” to the verbs, e.g. the statement (A) was formulated as “Jos palikka olisi sylinteri, niin palikka olisi sininen” (see Lehtinen 1983).
The final four tasks tested rational monotonicity in different ways. First, RMB used the play block factory scenario with the qualitative response format. Second, RMB\(^o\) used the same scenario, but with the open scale format (in the same way as in task M\(^o\)). The last two of the paper and pencil tasks were testing rational monotonicity with different vignette stories. RMC was formulated to represent the well-known “compatriots case”, an example going back to Quine and v. O. (1950), which was adapted to the context of nonmonotonic reasoning to discuss rational monotonicity by Ginsberg (1986). Task RMP was developed to represent the “piano player” case formulated by Rott (2014).Footnote 1
                        
2.3 Procedure
All participants were tested individually in a quiet office room, to ensure that they could concentrate on the tasks without disturbances. The participants were informed that they could use as much time as they needed, and they were instructed to think carefully about each task problem. On average each session lasted 68 min \((SD=16\,{\text{min}}).\)
                        
After the pen and paper tasks, we collected qualitative data on how the participants interpreted the negations in tasks #40 and #41 by a structured interview. The interview was done for exploratory reasons, specifically to better understand how people interpret wide-scope negations and narrow-scope negations of conditionals by means of using more open questions compared to the paper and pencil tasks. After the participants had completed the tasks, the following questions were asked while the task booklet was still in front of them:

                    
                      	
                          1.
                          
                            Do the sentences in the box on the left-hand side [experimenter points to task #40] and the right-hand side [experimenter points to task #41] mean the same?

                          
                        
	
                          2.
                          
                            Does it make a difference in meaning, if denial is formulated in this way [experimenter points to the negation contained in the sentence in the box of task #40] and this way [experimenter points to the negation contained in the sentence in the box of task #41]?

                          
                        
	
                          3.
                          
                            If there is a difference in the meaning of the two sentences, is this reflected in the level of sureness in terms of percentages, and if yes, how?

                          
                        


                    
                  

The first question is about sameness of meaning whereas the second question is about difference of meaning. If the participants answered that they felt there was a difference in meaning, the third question was used to specify if and how the difference was reflected in the response scale.
Apart from tasks #40 and #41, each task was presented on its own page, and the participants were asked not to view or change the responses they had previously given. Tasks #40 and #41 were presented on the same page to enable comparison during the interview.
2.4 Quantitative Results: Response Frequencies and Confidences
Of the total of \(N=60\) participants, one half received the task set involving indicative conditionals (\(n_1=30\)) and the other half received counterfactuals (\(n_2=30\)) to test whether the responses differ given the indicative or subjunctive mood of the conditionals. In addition to this, we analysed the effect of the order of the tasks (in tasks #1–#32 and #40–#41), as well as the gender of the participants.
The responses to the tasks (excluding tasks \(\hbox {M}^o, \hbox {RMB}^o, \hbox {AnC}^o_8\) and \(\hbox {nAC}^o_8\) which had the open response format) were analysed by using Fisher’s exact test. After performing Holm-Bonferroni corrections the results did not show statistically significant differences between the indicative and counterfactual groups. Likewise, the order of the tasks (i.e., no priming effect of the wide-/narrow-scope formulation) and the gender of the participants did not show statistically significant differences. Therefore, we pooled the data for further analyses.
Throughout task #1 to task #39 the participants were asked to report their confidence about the correctness of the answer they had just given. Only 4% of all 2340 confidence responses were located on the left-hand side of the scale (i.e., between the labels “fully confident that your answer is incorrect” and “no confidence either way”). This speaks for the good quality of the data: practically all of the responses passed attention checks in all tasks (i.e., the confidences were rated on the scale between at least “no confidence either way” and at most “fully confident that your answer is correct”). The results of the confidence ratings are shown in Fig. 2. The relatively low confidence ratings in task #22 (\(\hbox {M}^o\)) might be explained by the different response format: this task was the first encounter the participants had with the open response format. Similarly, in task #37 (\(\hbox {RMB}^o\)) the particularly low confidence might result from the open response format. The confidence values started to decline in the second and third task block. In general, the observed confidence ratings do not confirm the hypothesis that tasks involving counterfactuals lead to lower confidence ratings compared to tasks involving indicative conditionals. Potential confusions caused by the contradiction between the factual statement and the antecedent of the corresponding counterfactual did not impact the meta-cognitive confidence ratings. Also, in these task blocks, male participants seemed to have higher levels of confidence than females. However, Wilcoxon tests (after Holm-Bonferroni corrections) did not show statistically significant differences.
Fig. 2[image: figure 2]
The average confidence of all participants (\(N=60\)) throughout the tasks #1–#39. There were no statistically significant differences between female (\(n=30\)) and male (\(n=30\)) responses
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                        Table 3 lists responses to the quantitative tasks involving forced-choice response formats. In the majority of the tasks, the responses were consistent with the conditional probability interpretation: in 13 out of 19 tasks 87% of the participants or more were consistent with conditional probabilities. An exception was task nASP, in which an equal number of participants chose the “non-informative”-option and the conditional probability response option. The clear majority of the responses in the complement tasks (i.e., around 90% of the responses; \(\hbox {Cpl}_9, \hbox {Cpl}_1\)) were consistent with conditional probability, which also matches the data on complement tasks involving indicative conditionals (Pfeifer and Kleiter 2010). Except for the complement tasks, to our knowledge, none of the tasks mentioned in Table 3 were experimentally investigated previously in the literature. The very high agreement with the conditional probability interpretation (which is well above chance rate for all tasks) speaks for conditional probability interpretation of basic syllogistic sentence types.
Table 3 Percentages of response types in quantitative tasks of task block 1 (\(N=60\))Full size table


                        Table 4 shows percentages of response types in qualitative reasoning tasks (i.e., evaluations of probabilistic informativeness and, if applicable, whether the conclusion holds or does not hold). In each of these tasks, the predominant response type was consistent with the conditional probability interpretation. The data in the indicative task condition replicate previous findings in the literature.
Table 4 Percentages of response types in qualitative reasoning tasks (\(N=60\))Full size table


                        Data from the first task block suggests that most people understand that the paradoxes (P1, P2; see  Pfeifer and Kleiter 2011) as well as premise strengthening (PS; see Pfeifer and Kleiter 2003) are probabilistically non-informative, while the conclusions of the respective nonmonotonic counterparts of these argument forms “hold”: Cent is the probabilistically informative counterpart of P2 and cautious monotonicity (CM) is the respective counterpart of PS (also called monotonicity). The high endorsement rate of the CM (by more than 87% of the participants) is also consistent with the literature (Pfeifer and Kleiter 2003; Pfeifer and Stöckle-Schobel 2015). Interestingly, Cent and CM are valid while P1, P2 and PS are not valid in standard systems of counterfactuals Lewis (1973). The experimental results in the counterfactual condition can be seen as an empirical validation of Lewis’ formal results on counterfactuals. The same holds for Adams’ probability conditional (Adams 1975). Our data on Centering do not support inferentialist accounts of conditionals (see, e.g.,  Douven 2016). This agrees with the findings reported by Cruz et al. (2016, who, however, used different experimental materials). As we expected, all (with only one exception) participants interpret the filler task F3 as probabilistically non-informative as the conclusion has nothing to do with the variables involved in the premises. Filler tasks F1 and F2 are interpreted by more than 80% of the participants as probabilistically non-informative, which is consistent with the conditional probability interpretation. A small minority (around 10%) of the participants responded by “conclusion holds” in tasks F1 and F2. These responses are consistent with the conjunction interpretation of conditionals: from \(p(A \wedge C)=x\) one can infer that \(p(A)\le x\) (which corresponds to task F1) and \(p(C)\le x\) (which corresponds to task F2). However, conjunction responses are negligible. Most participants (correctly) think that the conclusions in the MP and CUT tasks should hold, which corresponds to the data reported in the literature (see Pfeifer and Kleiter (2007) and Pfeifer and Kleiter (2006b), respectively, for results on probabilistic versions of these tasks involving indicative conditionals). Interestingly, the data pattern of MP and CUT are almost identical. The probability propagation rules for MP and CUT are also identical in coherence-based probability logic (see also Gilio 2002, 2012):
	
                              Modus ponens:
                            
	
                              CUT:
                            

	
                              \(p(A)=x\)
                            
	
                              \(p(A|B)=x\)
                            

	
                              \(p(C|A) =y\)
                            
—————————
	
                              \(p(C|A\wedge B) =y\)
                            
———————————————————————————

	
                              \(xy \le p(C)\le xy+1-x\)
                            
	
                              \(xy\, \le\, p(C|B)\,\le\, xy+1-x\)
                            






                        Here, CUT can be seen as a conditional version of MP, where each premise and the conclusion is (additionally) conditionalized on B. Indeed in System P, CUT serves similar functions as modus ponens does for other logical systems. In the special case, where B is a tautology, CUT can be directly reduced to MP since the unconditional probability p(A) is defined by the corresponding conditional probability conditionalized on the tautology \(\top\): \(p(A) =_{ def. } p(A|\top )\). From a general point of view, we note that the import principle does not always hold (e.g., \((C|A) |B\) does not coincide with \(C|(A \wedge B)\) if A and B are incompatible; see, e.g.,  Gilio and Sanfilippo 2013a).
In task #22, which tested the interpretation of the generalized quantifier most, 25% of the participants gave the non-informative response, 7% gave an exact (point value) response, and 68% responded with a value-range. Among the value-range responses, 68% of the responses had the range: 0.5–1 (\(\pm 0.01\)), which corresponds to our prediction (see Table 1). 15% of the value-range responses had the range: 0–1, which corresponds to the non-informative response. 17% of the value-range responses had some other range between 0.5 and 1 (e.g., range 0.7–0.9): such ranges suggest that for some participants most means clearly more than half but less than all.
Data of the second task block replicates findings originally reported by Pfeifer (2012): the clear majority of participants gave responses consistent with the conditional probability interpretation of conditionals in both Aristotle’s thesis tasks (AT1, AT2) and in the negated reflexivity task (NR; this result was also observed in another study by Pfeifer and Stöckle-Schobel (2015), where counterfactuals were investigated as well). That most participants stated that the conclusion of NR does not hold indicates that people do not interpret indicative conditionals or counterfactuals by the material conditional, neither under the wide-scope reading (i.e., \(\lnot (A \supset C)\)) nor under the narrow-scope reading (i.e., \(A \supset \lnot C\)) of the negation of a material conditional.
Three different versions of the rational monotonicity tasks were presented in the third task block. Tasks RMB, RMC, and RMP had the qualitative response format, and the results can be seen in Table 4. Most participants (ranging from roughly 60 to 70% of participants) stated that the conclusion of rational monotonicity holds. Task RMB\(^o\) used an open response format: here 25% of the participants gave the non-informative response, 67% gave an exact percentage response and 8% responded with a value range. The most frequent exact response value was 0.8, which was given in 93% of the exact value responses and which is within the coherent lower and upper probability bounds (i.e., [0.75, 1]). The other exact percentage responses given were: 0.16, 0.62 and 0.2. The interval [0, 0.2] was the most frequent value-range response (60% of the value-range responses). The interval responses [0.8, 1] and [0.2, 0.8] were observed only once.
As already mentioned in Sect. 2.2, one aim of this study was to investigate the interpretations of the negation in tasks nAC\(_9\), nAC\(_1\), AnSP and nASP. The results show that in each of the tasks with the wide-scope formulation, the predominant interpretation was the complement of premise probability (i.e., narrow-scope reading). That is, the majority of the participants who gave an informative response did not distinguish between the narrow- and the wide-scope formulations of negations. The number of informative responses corresponding to the narrow-scope reading was particularly high in task pair AnC\(_1\) and nAC\(_1\), where 86–95% gave the narrow-scope response. In the AnC\(_9\) and nAC\(_9\) task pair, the majority (i.e., 58–78% of the participants) who gave that response was smaller compared to the task pair AnC\(_1\) and nAC\(_1\). The reason is most likely that tasks involving probabilities less than 1 are more difficult to solve than tasks involving only “certainty” (in the sense of probability 1), as the probability propagation from the premises to the conclusion is more complicated. Indeed, previous data show that in MP tasks and in various System P tasks, which involve only probability 1 in the premises, almost all participants responded correctly that the respective conclusion must obtain probability 1 (Pfeifer and Kleiter 2003, 2005a, 2007).
The if-not- and not-if-interpretation tasks were presented again as the last reasoning problem in the booklet, but this time we used an open response format (fourth task block). In task #40 (AnC\(^o_8\)), 80% of the participants responded with an interval corresponding to the complement of the premise probability (i.e., narrow-scope reading) and 10% gave an interval corresponding to the full complement (i.e., wide-scope reading in the sense of complementary imprecise assessments). However, only three out of the six participants who gave full complement responses used the square brackets to indicate exclusion of the upper bound, i.e. [0, .8[. This could imply that the participants did not notice the difference between excluding and including the boundary values, or that they viewed it as insignificant. In task #41 (nAC\(^o_8\)), 77% of the participants responded with an interval corresponding to the complement of the premise probability, and 7% gave the full complement interpretation. In total, 87% of the participants gave the same response to both tasks. Notably, none of the participants responded consistently with both (i) narrow-scope interpretation responses in the if-not-introduction tasks and (ii) complementary imprecise assessment interpretation responses in the not-if-introduction tasks. These results were consistent with the responses in the qualitative tasks earlier in the booklet, namely, that the participants did not distinguish between these two task types. However, when participants were interviewed about their interpretation of these tasks, their responses showed that the reasoning behind their answers varied. In the following, we summarize some of these (qualitative) findings based on the experimenter’s notes which were taken during the interviews.
2.5 Qualitative Results: Interview Responses
During the post-test interview, 67% of the participants were very clear on their response that the meaning of the sentences or the different formulations of the negation did not make any difference concerning the result (questions 1 and 2, see Sect. 2.3 for the description of the interview protocol). 18% of the participants responded that the meaning of the sentence or the negation was different, while the remaining participants were ambivalent in their answers. In most cases, the participants seemed to think about their answers carefully, reading the different sentences repeatedly out loud, some of them taking several minutes before responding.
Some of the participants who said that the meaning of the sentence or negation is the same justified this in terms of the same result of both tasks. Some of the participants talked about the result in terms of shape and colour of the play block, while others seemed to refer to the level of certainty. The following quotes exemplify this type of argumentation:

                    Participant #57: [Question 1] They mean the same—the result is that the pyramid is not green in both cases.

                  


                           
                    Participant #59: [Question 1] The result is the same, so they mean the same. [Question 2] Well, the “not green” is stricter. The “it is not the case” comments on the relation between the pyramid and the colour, but the “not green” just says something about the colour. But from Paula’s perspective, in that context, the result is the same, so the meaning is the same.

                  

From those participants, who viewed the meaning of the sentence or the negation to be the same, 15% explicitly stated that they viewed the sentences as “two different ways of saying the same thing”.

                    Participant #8: [Question 1] [Thinks about the Question for a few minutes] No, there is no difference in the meaning. It’s the same meaning, but just formulated in two different ways.

                  


                           
                    Participant #56: [Question 2] I think they mean the same, it’s just another way of writing it.

                  

Out of all participants, 27% explicitly mentioned that the “it is not the case”-formulation (i.e., the wide-scope formulation) was more difficult to comprehend.

                    Participant #18: [Question 2] No, they both mean the same. However, the “It is not the case” formulation is more difficult to understand, the other one is simpler, a normal way to express the same thing.

                  

This was also reflected in the mean confidence between the narrow- and wide-scope negation tasks: the tasks with the wide-scope negation had lower mean confidence during the first three occurrences of the paired tasks. In the first instance of a narrow- and wide-scope negation pair, \(\hbox {AnC}_9\) and \(\hbox {nAC}_9\) (tasks #2 and #3, respectively), the confidence was statistically significantly (\(p<.01\)) lower in the wide-scope negation formulation (that is, task \(\hbox {nAC}_9\)). For the next two instances (task pairs #9 and #10, and #16 and #17) the mean confidence was lower in the wide-scope negation formulation, but missed statistical significance (p-values: .1, .07, respectively). However, towards the end of the first task block the participants seemed to get used to the formulation; for the last two instances the mean confidence for both narrow- and wide-scope tasks were similar.
We classified the positive responses to questions 1 and 2 (whether there are differences between the wide- and the narrow-scope formulations of the negation of a conditional) into three categories. First, some participants claimed that there seems to be some difference, but it was difficult for them to specify the differences in words. An example of this type of answer is the following:

                    Participant #4 [Question 1] Yes, there is a difference in the meaning. I’m not sure what it is, though, but I feel that there is a difference. [Question 2] I’m not sure. Maybe. I have to think. [Participant reads through the sentences several times.] There might be a difference, but I don’t know how to verbalize it. For me these tasks are difficult, since I think approach problems visually, I try to visualize them in my mind.

                  

Second, some of the participants did give an explanation of the difference, but then concluded, that this difference in the meaning of the sentence or negation does not change the result, where the result was referred to as a toy block of a certain shape and colour.

                    Participant #53: [Question 1] They mean the same, the result is the same in both cases—no green pyramids. [Question 2] Here, the “it is not the case” denies the whole sentence, while the “not green” denies the green, but I think they mean the same since the result is the same, like I said.

                  

However, some of the participants thought there was a difference in the meaning of the sentence or the negation. Since they could not figure out how the difference is reflected in terms of the degree of belief in the conclusion, they had given the same response to both tasks. They seemed to think that the difference should have an effect on the degree of belief but they did not know how that would materialize.

                    Participant #19 [Question 1] They mean the same, it’s just two different ways of saying it. [Question 2] [thinks] well, yes, there is a difference... [thinks] On the right side [i.e., the task on the right-hand side in the booklet, namely task \(\hbox {AnC}^o_8\)] it allows more since it doesn’t say anything about the other colours. On the left side [i.e., task \(\hbox {nAC}^o_8\)] it is about a pyramid and its colour and it leaves no room for a pyramid being some other colour. [Question 3] Yeah, I answered the same... Now that I think there is a difference... Well, I have no idea how it would show in the sureness, the difference I was talking about. So I have to leave it as it is.

                  


                           
                    Participant #6 [Question 1] Yes, there is a difference... The right side [i.e., task \(\hbox {nAC}^o_8\)] seems to allow more, whereas the left side [i.e., task \(\hbox {AnC}^o_8\)] is stricter. The right side denies that the combination applies, whereas the left explicitly says that if this, then not this. [Question 2] Well yes, as I explained, there seems to be a difference. [Question 3] However, I answered the two questions in the same way... [thinks for a while and reads the tasks carefully] Yes, even though there is a difference in the sentences, I don’t think it affects the sureness... After all, she [i.e., Paula] has the 20% range sureness in the beginning, so there is no way to give some other range for the negative case... [thinks] Maybe if I changed the range I would move the right bracket [of task \(\hbox {nAC}^o_8\)] more to the right... But I wouldn’t know to which point, so I will keep the answer as it is.

                  

Finally, eight of those participants who thought that the meaning of the sentence or the negation was different gave a different response to the two tasks. The responses varied across these participants and they were not able to explain how they had arrived at them. However, some of them referred to a broader confidence range for the not-if-introduction.
During the interview some of the participants in the counterfactual group spontaneously mentioned the factual statements given in the task material. Typically, they had thought about the factual information, but then concluded, that it did not matter for the question at hand. However, the fact that this seemingly useless piece of information was nevertheless provided caused some confusion and suspicion of “trick questions”. This confusion can be explained from a pragmatics point of view: the communicated factual statement violates the Gricean maxim that one ought to “[b]e relevant” Grice (1975, p. 46). The following comments are illustrative examples of the reflection about the factual statement during the interview.

                    Participant #25: As for the blocks in front of Paula, I thought about those and I read them every time but... I then read the sentence carefully and it seemed to me that the block in front of her did not matter for the question being asked. So I disregarded that information in my solution.

                  


                           
                    Participant #57: It felt a bit weird that there was that information about what Paula is seeing in front of her. What was that supposed to be for? I always checked if it had anything to do with the properties in the task, and when it didn’t I just ignored it. Maybe it was told intentionally [in the task material] to cause confusion, like a trick.

                  

A few of the participants gave explanations of how they had interpreted and solved the tasks. These explanations may provide information about the mental representation and processes involved, or what Marr (1982) describes as the algorithmic level of description. The participants mentioned two types of approaches. First, three of them mentioned that they were thinking about the tasks “visually”. Here the explanations included thinking about a shape and a colour and then mentally “crossing over” negated combinations. Also, in some of the booklets different shaped blocks had been drawn next to the argument forms, which could indicate a use of visual imagery. Here is an example of a visualization technique.

                    Participant #3: [Question 2] There is no difference in the meaning of the negation... For me it’s easier to think about these sorts of tasks visually. So I usually thought about a play block of certain form and then thought about colours, and then for the negation I “crossed over” the colour in my mind. When the negation was in the beginning of the sentence, I had to first think about the form and then the colour and then cross over “both” In my opinion, the result is still the same.

                  

Second, a few of them described their reasoning in terms of “calculation”, usually viewing the negation as a subtraction operation (“minus sign”), as the following quotes exemplify:

                    Participant #47: [Question 2] Well, I think they mean the same, because I view the “it is not the case” like a formula or something, like in mathematics and the negation is a minus sign, and then it is moved from the beginning to the end. During the test, this version was more difficult to solve... The tasks with A- and B-parts were more difficult. I tried to view the tasks as “pieces” or “parts” and then I tried to kind of solve the puzzle. The tasks that had “totally sure” or a similar strong starting point were easier to solve, when there were ranges of numbers, it was more difficult.

                  


                           
                    Participant #9: [Open discussion] Especially those tasks, where there were several negations, it was difficult to keep track... Like, if two negations mean “plus”. like positive.

                  

During the open discussion about the experiment, the majority of the participants mentioned that they had felt that the tasks were rather difficult. Tasks RMC and RMP were perceived as particularly difficult, as well as the tasks involving the open response format. When participants were asked to evaluate the clarity of the tasks on a scale from 1 (very unclear) to 10 (very clear), the mean was 8.0 (\(SD=1.6\)). Similarly, when the participants evaluated the level of difficulty of the tasks on a scale from 1 (very difficult) to 10 (very easy), the mean was 4.3 (\(SD=2.1\)). Thus, it seems that the tasks had been perceived as quite clear, although difficult to solve.


3 Conclusions
In this paper we investigated the meaning of indicative conditionals, counterfactuals, their negations, and the interplay with basic quantified statements in the context of selected uncertain reasoning tasks. While the task material was designed to allow for different interpretations, the results show that the majority of the participants responded in a way that is consistent with predictions derived from coherence-based probability logic. The participants’ performance in our experiment is a strong example of rational human reasoning relative to the chosen rationality framework.
A major empirical result of our study is that the modal mood of the task material did not affect the responses: there was no statistically significant difference between the groups who received the tasks in indicative or counterfactual mood. This is strong evidence for the conditional probability interpretation of both, indicative conditionals and counterfactuals. The data confirm our hypothesis that people evaluate the degree of belief in the counterfactual If 
                        A 
                        were the case, C 
                        would be the case by the corresponding conditional probability of \(C|A\): for the task of forming a degree of belief in a counterfactual people ignore the factual statement (i.e., that the antecedent is factually false). Compared to the vast experimental literature on indicative conditionals, this paper is one of the first studies on how adults reason about indicative conditionals and counterfactuals within the new paradigm psychology of reasoning. Over et al. (2007) and Pfeifer and Stöckle-Schobel (2015) used probabilistic truth table tasks and observed that conditional probability is the best predictor for human reasoning about both, indicative conditionals and counterfactuals. We made the same observations, however, using different task structures and materials.
One of the novel focus areas of this study was the interpretation of negations of conditionals. Specifically, if they are formulated in terms of the narrow- and the wide-scope reading of negations of conditionals, for which there was little previous research (for instance,  Pfeifer 2012, studied narrow- and wide-scope negations but focused on self-contradictory conditionals (i.e., AT1, AT2) and negated reflexivity only). One of our main results is that the majority of the participants did not distinguish between the narrow- and the wide-scope formulation of the negation of conditionals. The majority of the responses corresponded to the narrow-scope interpretation, that is, negating only the consequent. Participants hardly ever used the negation of conditionals in terms of complementary imprecise assessments even for evaluating those tasks, which were formulated in the wide-scope reading of negating conditionals. Qualitative data indicated that even though the participants did not distinguish between the narrow- and the wide-scope negations in their responses, many of them still thought that there was at least a nuanced difference between the two formulations. This apparent tension between the responses and reports by the participants calls for more empirical work.
Another important novel result is that conditional probability provides not only a formal basis for probabilistic semantics of basic quantified statements (Chater and Oaksford 1999; Cohen 1999, 2012; Gilio et al. 2016; Pfeifer 2006; Pfeifer and Sanfilippo 2017), but is also supported empirically: our data confirm the psychological hypothesis that people interpret quantified statements as coherent conditional probability assertions.
The proposed approach allows for a unified view on important focus areas in the philosophy and psychology of conditionals. We studied not only the semantic meaning of indicative conditionals and counterfactuals but also their logic and their relations to basic syllogistic sentence types in the framework of coherence-based probability logic, using coherent conditional probability assertions as a common denominator in our model building.
In the light of our proposed interactive model of (formal-)normative and empirical work (see Fig. 1, Sect. 1.2), we illustrated how coherence-based probability logic stimulates new empirical hypotheses (e.g., wide- versus narrow-scope negations of conditionals and the construction of different tasks based on important basic argument forms) and how the coherence approach provides rationality norms against which the experimental data can be compared. Moreover, the experimental findings concerning how people negate conditionals as well as how they interpret indicative conditionals and counterfactuals may also suggest or at least stimulate the construction of new empirically informed (formal) systems or models of reasoning about conditionals. This type of dynamic interaction between the (formal-)normative and empirical work has been proven to be fruitful in advancing our understanding of human reasoning and therefore calls for future collaborations among formally and empirically working researchers.



                                

                        
                    

                    Notes
	We thank Hans Rott for stimulating the construction of the rational monotonicity tasks.
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Appendix
Appendix
The Appendix contains illustrative examples of Finnish original tasks and their English translations used in different booklets (see also Table 1).
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